Influence of an integrated quasi-reference electrode on the stability of all-solid-state AlGaN/GaN based pH sensors Journal of Applied Physics 124, 034904 (2018); 10.1063/1.5034367 Soft x-ray optical constants of sputtered chromium thin films with improved accuracy in the L and M absorption edge regions In this study, we determine with improved accuracy the complex index of refraction n ¼ 1 À d þ ib of sputtered chromium thin films for photon energies ranging from 25 eV to 813 eV. These data include the first absolute measurements of the absorption fine structure near the Cr-L edge. First, we verified by combining Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry and grazing-incidence x-ray reflectometry that the sputtered thin films were pure Cr with a density consistent with tabulated values. Then, we demonstrated that the Cr surface oxide layer remains stable when the samples are exposed to air for up to 4 years. The Cr absorption coefficient b was determined from the transmittance of freestanding Cr thin films with various thicknesses, measured at the ALS synchrotron radiation source. A model is proposed to correct the transmittance data from the spectral contamination of the source. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Chromium, which possesses two absorption edges (Cr-M and Cr-L) in the soft x-ray and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) spectral range, is a transition metal with numerous applications in science, industry, and metallurgy and as a magnetic material. Cr is also a material of special interest for multilayer interference coatings, which enable components in illumination and imaging systems operating in the EUV/soft x-ray range. To that end, Cr is widely used in Cr/Sc-based multilayers for a large variety of applications, such as polarizing and phase-retarding reflecting components at Cr-L and Sc-L edges, 1 condenser optics for soft x-ray microscopy, 2 mirrors for attosecond pulses, 3, 4 and multilayer optics for X-ray Free Electron Lasers. 5 Other Cr-based, high-performance multilayer optics in the soft x-ray domain include Cr/ B 4 C, 6 Cr/V, 7, 8 Cr/Ti, 9 and Cr/C. 10 High-reflectance Sc/Si multilayers operating below 27 eV have been demonstrated by introducing Cr barrier layers. 11 Cr is also a potential absorber layer material for the production of EUV lithography masks. 12 Finally, Cr thin films have been employed as under-layers to enhance adhesion between coatings and substrates and to mitigate coating stress, in optics for EUV lithography, solar physics, and astrophysics. [13] [14] [15] The design of multilayer optics with increasingly advanced concepts (interface and capping layer engineering, tri-material structures, multi-periodic or non-periodic stacks, etc.) in the EUV and soft x-ray spectral domains requires highly accurate knowledge of material optical constants (refractive index). The most comprehensive optical constant database in this spectral range consists of the tabulated atomic scattering factors, compiled by Henke et al. in 1993 (the so-called "Henke tables"). 16 The semi-empirical model used in these tables relies on the hypothesis of the "atomiclike" behavior of condensed matter. As the effects of the condensed state are not negligible near absorption edges and in cases where experimental data for a given material are not available in near-edge photon energy regions, the optical constants provided from Ref. 16 are not accurate in those specific regions. The optical constants of several materials of interest have been determined experimentally more recently, and an updated version of Ref. 16 is available on the Center for X-ray Optics (CXRO) website. 17 Given the importance and wide use of Cr in science and technology mentioned above and the extensive studies of this material published in the literature, it seems therefore astonishing that experimentally determined, absolute values for the optical constants of Cr, with the near-edge fine structure resolved, have not yet been published in the vicinity of the Cr L 2,3 absorption edge. This became evident to us when we attempted to model experimental data of the reflectance of Cr/B 4 C multilayers operating near the Cr L 2,3 edge, where the tabulated values for the refractive index of Cr 16 could not simulate the experimental reflective performance. 6 One explanation for the lack of highly resolved experimental data on the refractive index of Cr in the vicinity of the L 2,3 edge may be the difficulty in preparing appropriate samples for such measurements. For example, if the method employed is transmittance (photoabsorption) measurements, several extremely thin (10-100 nm) free-standing films are required. If reflectance measurements are employed, the microroughness on the sample surface would have to be on the order of 0.1 nm, and even in that case, accounting for the roughness would complicate the data analysis and would increase the uncertainty in the resulting refractive index values. In all measurement methodologies, and because matter is extremely absorptive in the soft x-ray region, measurements are extremely sensitive to even a few atomic monolayers of contamination on the surface or in the interior of the sample under study. Thus, the sample composition and purity need to be examined via independent methods, and the stability (aging) of the samples from the time of their preparation until the measurements needs to be verified. Even if all these requirements are satisfied, minor imperfections in the EUV/xray sources needed for these measurements (such as the presence of $1% spectral contamination in the Cr L edge region, discussed later in this manuscript) can influence the accuracy of the data and their subsequent analysis.
With the above challenges in mind, the main goal of this study is to determine with improved accuracy the optical constants of chromium thin films in the energy range of 25 eV-813 eV, which includes the Cr-M and Cr-L absorption edges. We discuss first the aging properties and lifetime stability of chromium sputtered thin films characterized by reflectance vs. angle measurements with hard x-rays (Cu-Ka source) and EUV radiation (synchrotron radiation source). Then, we determine the absorption coefficient of sputtered Cr thin films by transmittance measurements of selfsupported films of various thicknesses, in the photon energy range from 25 eV up to 813 eV. We chose the transmittance method because it is insensitive to surface microroughness and also because any surface contamination is normalized out in the data analysis, provided that it is the same on all samples measured. Furthermore, we propose a model that allows us to correct the transmittance measurements for spectral contamination from the synchrotron radiation source. This model is then applied successfully near the Cr-L edge. Finally, we calculate the optical constants d and b of Cr (the complex refractive index being defined as n ¼ 1 À d þ ib) by using the Kramers-Kronig relation. The improved accuracy of the newly determined optical constants is demonstrated by employing sum rule tests and by modeling of experimental Cr/B 4 C multilayer reflectance data.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Cr thin film deposition
All Cr samples studied in this manuscript were deposited by magnetron sputtering, either at CXRO or at Laboratoire Charles Fabry (LCF), with the same type of sputtering source and with very similar deposition parameters. Therefore, the conclusions from the analyses later in the manuscript can be mutually applied to samples from both depositions. This is also supported by the data presented throughout the manuscript. The deposition chamber at CXRO is a direct current (DC) magnetron sputtering machine. The magnetron sputtering deposition machine at LCF is a Plassys MP800S deposition system that has been described in previous papers. 18, 19 The target was 99.99% pure Cr. The base pressure was below 10 À6 Pa prior to deposition. During the deposition process, the Ar gas pressure was set to 0.093 Pa and the plasma discharge was established in the DC mode with a 50-mA current (a power of about 16 W). Samples deposited at CXRO include deposition on resist-coated silicon wafer substrates for the fabrication of freestanding Cr films for the transmission measurements (samples named CR1, CR2, and CR3) and deposition on silicon wafer substrates for the other characterization studies (samples named R1, R2, R3, W1, W2, and W3). Samples deposited at LCF on silicon wafer were used for the aging study (sample A), and a few samples were also used for Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS) characterization.
B. Grazing incidence X-ray reflectometry (GIXR)
Grazing incidence X-ray reflectometry (GIXR) was performed with a commercial diffractometer (BRUKER V R Discover D8) equipped with a Cu Ka radiation source (wavelength k ¼ 0.154 nm), a collimating Go€bel mirror, a rotary absorber, Soller and divergence slits, and a scintillator. The reflectance curve is obtained by scanning the grazing incidence angle while tracking the reflected beam (h-h scan configuration). The mechanical angular accuracy and angular resolution are better than 0.01
. We fit the GIXR data with a genetic algorithm by using the program Leptos V R in order to deduce several sample parameters: layer thickness, material density, and average interfacial roughness.
C. EUV/soft x-ray reflectance and transmittance
The EUV/soft x-ray reflectance and transmittance measurements discussed in Secs. III B, IV and V, were performed at beamline 6.3.2. of the Advanced Light Source (ALS) synchrotron at LBNL. Beamline 6.3.2. has a grating monochromator with a fixed exit slit; its general characteristics have been described in detail earlier. 20, 21 A set of filters of various materials (with each filter selected specifically for each photon energy range) is used for wavelength calibration and 2nd harmonic and stray light suppression. For higher-order harmonic suppression, an "order suppressor" consisting of three mirrors at a variable grazing incidence angle (depending on energy range) and based on the principle of total external reflection is used in addition to the filters. The measurement chamber allows translation of the sample in three dimensions, tilt in two dimensions, and azimuth rotation of the sample holder. The available detectors include various photodiodes and a CCD camera (the latter for sample alignment), which can be rotated by 360 around the axis of the chamber. During the measurements discussed in this manuscript, the signal was collected with either a GaAsP or a Si photodiode detector with an angular acceptance of 1 and 2.4 , respectively. The ALS storage ring current was used to normalize the signal against the storage ring current decay. The base pressure in the measurement chamber was 10 À7 Torr. The reflectance measurements at 150 eV discussed in Sec. III B were obtained with the 200 lines/mm monochromator grating, a B filter for 2nd-harmonic, and stray light suppression, with the order suppressor consisting of three C-coated mirrors at a grazing incidence angle of 8 and the GaAsP photodiode. The photon energy was calibrated on the L 2,3 absorption edge of a Si filter.
The transmittance measurements around the C-K edge discussed in Sec. III B were obtained with the 600 lines/mm monochromator grating, a Ti filter for 2nd-harmonic, and stray light suppression, with the order suppressor consisting of three Ni-coated mirrors at a grazing incidence angle of 8 and the Si photodiode. The photon energy was calibrated on the K absorption edge of a B filter.
For the transmittance measurements discussed in Secs. IV and V, three gratings (80, 200, and 1200 lines/mm) were used in the monochromator to access the photon energy range from 25 to 813 eV. Photon energy calibration was based on the absorption edges of a series of filters (Al, Si, Ti, and Cr) with a relative accuracy of 0.011% rms and with a repeatability of 0.007%. For 2nd harmonic and stray light suppression, a series of transmission filters (Mg, Al, Si, Be, B, Zr, C, Ti, Cr, Co, and Cu) was used. The order suppressor consisted of three C-or Ni-coated mirrors at a grazing incidence angle ranging from 20 to 6 , depending on the photon energy range. At photon energies above 563.5 eV, a 2 mm-diameter pinhole was used in front of the reflectometer chamber to block scattered light from the 1200 lines/mm monochromator grating. The signal was collected with the Si photodiode at 25-563.5 eV and the GaAsP photodiode at 563.5-813 eV.
More specifically, the transmittance measurements in the vicinity of the Cr-L edge discussed in Sec. V were obtained with the 1200 lines/mm monochromator grating, a Co filter for 2nd-harmonic, and stray light suppression, with the order suppressor consisting of three Ni-coated mirrors at a grazing incidence angle of 6 , the 2 mm-diameter pinhole, and the GaAsP photodiode. The photon energy was calibrated on the L 2,3 absorption edge of a Cr filter.
The simulations and/or fits of the reflectance and transmittance data were made with the IMD software. 22 
D. RBS measurements
The absolute areal density (atoms/cm 2 ) and impurity content of Cr thin films deposited on silicon wafer were determined by RBS on the SAFIR platform of Sorbonne Universit e (France). A 15-nA, 1-mm beam of 2 MeV 4 He þ ions was directed at normal incidence onto the samples, and backscattered ion spectra were obtained with a semiconductor particle detector at a scattering angle of 165
. For the absolute measurements of areal density, we used a reference sample of Bi atoms implanted into Si (5.66 Â 1015 6 2% Bi atoms/cm 2 ). 23 RBS analyses determine the total number of atoms per unit surface area. The ratio of this amount to the thin film physical thickness (deduced from GIXR) gives the density of the thin film.
III. CHROMIUM THIN FILMS A. Composition and aging
The reflectance of several Cr samples was measured at ALS beamline 6.3.2 a few weeks after deposition, which is the period of time that elapsed between the fabrication of the samples and the measurements of transmittance discussed later in this manuscript. The reflectance vs. angle scan, obtained at a photon energy of 150 eV on sample W1 ($50 nm thick Cr layer deposited on a silicon wafer), is plotted in Fig. 1 . The best fit of these data (also plotted in Fig. 3 ) is obtained with a thin layer of Cr 2 O 3 on top of the Cr layer. The fitted thickness of the Cr 2 O 3 and Cr layers is 0.91 nm and 49.36 nm, respectively. The presence of an oxide layer with a thickness in the range of 0.8 nm to 1.3 nm has been confirmed by measurements on other samples. The formation of a Cr 2 O 3 layer on the Cr surface exposed to air has already been reported by several authors (see, for instance, Refs. 24 and 25) .
The presence of the chromium oxide layer on the Cr thin film surface raises the question of its stability over time and its influence on the total thickness (Cr þ Cr 2 O 3 ). To answer this question, we have performed an aging study on several samples. The samples were stored in Fluoroware TM boxes under air atmosphere in a cleanroom environment. We measured GIXR 3 samples (named R1, R2, and R3) after 9 to 12 months of aging. We have plotted in Fig. 2 a typical GIXR scan measured on sample R1 (with a Cr thickness similar to sample W1). This measurement confirms the presence of a Cr oxide layer on top of this $1-year-old sample. Indeed, the amplitude modulation in the "Kiessig" fringes is due to the presence of a top oxide layer. The position of the amplitude minimum (around 3.1 in Fig. 2 ) allows us to determine precisely the thickness of this top oxide layer (typically within 60.05 nm). The fit of these experimental data is also plotted in Fig. 2 . We have introduced a top chromium oxide layer (Cr 2 O 3 ) in the fitting model. We have also introduced a silicon native oxide layer ($2 nm thick) on top of the substrate because the silicon substrates were not deoxidized prior to deposition. Thus, the fitting layer model is the Cr 2 O 3 /Cr/SiO 2 /Si-substrate. The hydrocarbon contamination layer that may be present on the sample surface is not taken into account in our model because GIXR spectra are not sensitive to such a layer. The fitted Cr 2 O 3 thickness is about 1.5 nm, and the surface roughness is around 0.8 nm. Notice that the GIXR roughness parameter includes all interface imperfections and does not necessarily correspond to the topological roughness value. 22 The fitted ). The GIXR measurements of the samples R2 and R3 (not shown here) present similar trends as sample R1. The fitted thicknesses for samples R2 and R3 (see values in Table I) show that the oxide layer thickness on aged samples does not depend on the Cr layer thickness (for thicknesses in the range 20 nm to 50 nm and aging time of 9 to 12 months).
We also present in Fig. 3 the typical evolution of GIXR scans on a Cr thin film sample (sample A) over a period of 3 years. All data have been fitted with a Cr 2 O 3 oxide layer (density ¼ 5.21 g/cm 3 ) on top of the Cr layer. All the fits are achieved with the nominal density for the Cr layer (7.19 g/cm 3 ).
The fit of the as-deposited sample [ Fig. 3(a) Figs. 3(a), 3(b) , and 3(c), respectively. Thus, the variation of the total thickness is only 0.1 nm after 3 years of aging.
Finally, GIXR measurements on other Cr samples (not shown here) show that the Cr 2 O 3 thickness on as-deposited samples is in the range of 0.9 nm to 1.3 nm and that its thickness remains less than 2 nm after up to 4 years of aging. Moreover, the total thickness of the film remains constant to within 0.2 nm during and after the Cr oxide formation process.
The Cr thin film aging results presented above are summarized in Table I . It is demonstrated that the oxide thickness on the surface of Cr thin films exposed to air is stable after several months after deposition, the oxide thickness remains below 2 nm, and it is independent of the Cr film thickness.
Samples R1, R2, and R3 (Table I) have been characterized by Rutherford Backscattering in order to determine the composition and density of the Cr layers. These samples were measured by GIXR a few days before RBS analysis and fitted with a model including Cr oxide (Cr 2 O 3 ) on top of the Cr layer (an example is given in Fig. 2 for sample R1).
We have plotted in Fig. 4 (a) the RBS spectra measured on sample W1. The peak at $1450 keV corresponds to Heþ particles backscattered on Cr atoms, and the signal at energy below 1100 keV corresponds to the backscattering on the Si substrate. The absence of the measurable signal in the other energy ranges shows that contamination in Cr thin films is negligible or at least lower than the sensitivity of the RBS technique. We have estimated for instance by simulation with the software SIMNRA 26 that the presence of 0.5% of Ar contamination in the Cr layer should have been detectable in our experimental conditions.
The integral of the "Cr" peak, after normalization with the measurement on a reference sample, allows us to determine the total amount of Cr atoms, i.e., the Cr atomic density in at/cm 2 . 27 We have plotted in Fig. 4(b) this Cr atomic density versus the total thin film thickness (Cr plus Cr 2 O 3 layers) for the 3 samples (R1, R2, and R3). A linear fit of the data is also plotted. The very good alignment of the data points shows 
B. Preparation and characterization of freestanding Cr samples
The determination of the Cr thickness for the freestanding samples was achieved by measuring reflectance vs angle at ALS beamline 6.3.2 at fixed photon energy (E ¼ 150 eV). It appears that these measurements were less sensitive to the relatively high roughness introduced by the resist layer (about 2 nm rms) than the GIXR scans. For the latter, the Kiessig fringes are hardly visible when Cr is deposited on resist.
The Cr thickness was determined by measuring either the Cr-on-resist sample (when possible) or the Cr witness sample. The witness sample is deposited in the same deposition run on a Si wafer substrate (without resist). The experimental reflectance data used to determine the thickness of the Cr transmission samples are plotted in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). In order to reduce the number of fitting parameters, we choose a simple model without the oxide layer on top to fit the data. The fitted thickness of Cr on sample W1 with this single layer model (Cr on the Si substrate) is 50.24 nm. Note that this value is almost identical to the total thickness (i.e., the sum of Cr and Cr 2 O 3 thicknesses) obtained with the more complex model plotted in Fig. 1 (see Table I ). Thus, we can consider that the Cr thickness fitted with the single layer model corresponds to the total thickness of Cr and Cr oxide.
For all samples, the fitted Si substrate roughness ranges between 0.3 nm and 0.4 nm. Concerning the 3 samples deposited on resist (named CR3, CR4, and CR5; see Table II) , the fits give a resist thickness between 40 nm and 60 nm and a resist roughness in the range 1.7 nm to 2 nm (depending on the sample). The fitted thickness and surface roughness for each of the Cr layers are given in Table II for the 6 samples plotted in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). For one deposition run, we measured both the Cr-on-resist sample (CR3) and its witness sample (W3) in order to confirm that the Cr thickness is the same in both cases. The fits for these 2 samples are superimposed with the experimental data in Fig. 5(b) . The fitted Cr thicknesses are 29 nm and 28.96 nm for samples CR3 and W3, respectively. This result shows that the witness samples are representative of their corresponding transmission samples and that we can use the witness samples to determine the Cr thickness.
The values of the Cr thickness listed in Table II , determined by reflectance measurements at 150 eV on transmission samples, are consistent with those determined by fitting GIXR measurements on witness samples (not shown here). The difference between fits to both measurements is less than 0.2 nm, which also represents the estimated thickness accuracy from fits at 150 eV, for all samples.
After deposition of the Cr layers on the resist-coated Si wafers, a washer with a 3 mm diameter aperture was glued on 
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Delmotte et al. J. Appl. Phys. 124, 035107 (2018) the Cr films. Then, the resist layer was removed by chemical etching and the freestanding Cr films remained attached to the washers, which allows easy handling of the freestanding samples. After obtaining the freestanding Cr films, we used a UVozone lamp in order to remove carbonaceous resist residues. 29 First, we optimized the UV-ozone exposure time by measuring the soft x-ray transmission on the freestanding Cr samples, exposed to different amounts of time. More specifically, we measured the transmission spectra around the C-K absorption edge after different UV exposure times, from 0 to 36 min with 6-min steps. In order to normalize these data, we simulated the transmission spectra of a pure Cr layer with a thickness corresponding to each sample. Then, we subtracted the experimental transmission spectra from the simulated ones. We have plotted in Fig. 6 these normalized spectra that provide an estimation of the presence of residual resist. Peaks corresponding to the presence of carbonaceous components clearly appear between 285 eV and 290 eV on the spectra measured prior to UV exposure. These peaks are significantly reduced when the sample is submitted to UV exposure. After 30 min of exposure time, the signal does not evolve any more. Moreover, we have checked by looking at the transmission around the O-K edge (not shown here) that the oxygen content does not increase significantly after 30 min of UV-ozone exposure. Consequently, we selected 30 min as the optimal UV-ozone exposure time for all freestanding samples.
IV. TRANSMITTANCE OF Cr FREESTANDING THIN FILMS
The normal incidence transmittance of 5 freestanding Cr samples with thicknesses corresponding to those given in Fig. 7 (for more clarity, we did not plot the transmittance spectra of samples CR2 and CR3 that range in between the 3 spectra displayed in Fig. 7) . The main features that appear on all spectra are associated with the Cr-M 2,3 and Cr-L 2,3 absorption edges. We took special care to ensure that the dark current and noise signals on the detector remain well below the transmittance signal level in the entire spectral range. The high dynamic range and good spectral purity of ALS beamline 6.3.2 allow us to measure transmittance values below 10 À3 in the low energy region (around the Cr-M 2,3 edge). Faint features (not visible in Fig. 7 ) are also present on all spectra around the C-K and O-K absorption edges (about 285 eV and 531 eV, respectively). These features are associated with the presence of C and O as contamination and oxide surface layers, and they appear to be very similar for the 5 freestanding samples. Moreover, the shape and position of the O-K edge features are very similar to XANES 30 or NEXAFS 31 spectra measured on Cr 2 O 3 particles, thus further validating the presence of surface oxide as Cr 2 O 3 , used in our models in Sec. III.
At each photon energy (E), the transmittance versus Cr thickness (x) can be expressed as an exponential decay
where a (E) is the linear absorption coefficient (nm
À1
) of Cr. If the oxide surface layers are the same for all samples and x is the thickness of pure Cr, then T 0 (E) corresponds to the transmittance of the oxide surface layer. Following our results on the study of Cr oxide layers (see Sec. III), we consider that the surface oxide layer (Cr 2 O 3 ) is about 1.5 nm thick on both sides of the Cr freestanding thin film (see Fig.  8 ). In consequence, the Cr layer thickness (x) can be calculated by subtracting 3 nm from the total layer thickness reported in Table II . For each photon energy E in the range 25 eV to 813 eV, we have fitted the transmittance versus thickness in order to determine a(E) and T 0 (E) using a least squares regression model. We have plotted in Fig. 9 the transmittance versus thickness for 5 different photon energies, in order to illustrate this process. The fits of each set of data are plotted as straight lines (with the transmittance plotted on a logarithmic scale), the slope and intercept of which define the values of a and T 0 , respectively. Thus, with this method, the presence of any surface contamination (T 0 ) is normalized out of the data, provided that the surface contamination is the same on all samples, as is the case here.
The values of T 0 determined by these fits are plotted in Fig. 10 . We have also plotted for comparison of the theoretical transmittance of a 3 nm-thick Cr 2 O 3 layer, which corresponds to our initial hypothesis of oxide layer thickness (see Fig. 8 ). A 1 nm-thick C layer was added on top of the Cr 2 O 3 layer in the simulation, in order to take into account a contamination layer. As the simulation was performed with tabulated atomic scattering factors, 16 we do not expect to reproduce the fine structure that appears around absorption edges nor the potential shift in absorption edge energies due to the chemical environment (as for the O-K edge in Cr 2 O 3 for instance). Nevertheless, one can notice a very good overall agreement between the simulation and the fitted values of T 0 . This result is consistent with our measurements of the oxide thickness in Sec. III and re-confirms the validity of our model for the oxide on the Cr samples.
We also calculated the coefficient of determination (defined as the square of the Pearson correlation coefficient) for each fit. This factor ranges between 0.999 and 1 for most of the data points in the energy range from 25 eV to 813 eV. The only fits with a coefficient of determination lower than 0.999 were in the Cr L edge spectral region (from 574 eV to 590.4 eV). The plots of transmittance as a function of the Cr thickness in this spectral region (not shown here) show that the transmittance of the thickest sample deviates from the theoretical exponential decay (it is higher than expected). We have attributed this effect to the fact that the source is not perfectly monochromatic. Indeed, as we will demonstrate below, even a very low spectral contamination may contribute significantly to the signal in this spectral region. We propose hereafter a simple model that allows us to determine the level of spectral contamination and to calculate the correct a values close to the Cr L edge.
V. MODEL FOR THE CORRECTION OF SPECTRAL CONTAMINATION
We consider here that the incident beam is not fully monochromatic but contains a small amount of spectral contamination. The intensity of the incident beam at a selected energy E is
where I(E) is the intensity of the part of the beam that is monochromatic and I sc (E) is the intensity of the spectral contamination (that depends a priori on the selected energy E). The spectral contamination may originate from residual higher harmonics or diffuse scattering of the monochromator.
We can write the measured transmittance as the sum of two terms
where j represents the ratio of I(E) to I 0 (E), T sc the average transmittance of the oxide surface layer for the spectral contamination, and a sc the slope of the exponential decay corresponding to the spectral contamination. If j ¼ 1, then the incident beam is fully monochromatic and Eq. (3) reduces to Eq. (1). A similar formalism has been earlier proposed independently in Ref. 32 to take into account the contribution of the monochromator 2nd harmonic (which was higher than 10% in their case).
In general, j is close to 1, and the second term in Eq. (3) is negligible. However, in some specific cases, if, for example, a(E) is much higher than a sc , the spectral contamination term may become predominant as the film thickness increases. This is the case in the vicinity of the Cr L edge where a(E) reaches high values.
In order to evaluate the effect of the spectral contamination on the determination of the Cr absorption coefficient in the Cr L edge spectral range, we measured the transmittance of six freestanding Cr samples with thicknesses ranging from 30 nm up to 300 nm. We plotted in Fig. 11 the data measured at two photon energies (575.33 eV and 583.45 eV). The evolution of the transmittance as a function of the film thickness clearly shows two slopes (on a logarithmic scale), which is consistent with the model depicted by Eq. (3). The fitting results of these data using the model of Eq. (3) are also plotted in Fig. 11 , and the fitting parameters are given in Table  III . In order to reduce the number of free parameters, we supposed that, for a given energy, T 0 and T sc are equal. We can see in Fig. 11 that the spectral contamination model is in very good agreement with the experimental data.
This model was then applied to all experimental data for photon energies ranging from 574 eV to 590.4 eV (Cr L edge region). The effect of spectral contamination on the determination of the Cr absorption coefficient was found to be negligible (typically < 1%) for the rest of the spectrum outside the Cr-L edge region, including the Cr-M edge region.
VI. DETERMINATION OF Cr OPTICAL CONSTANTS
The a values determined by fits of our transmission measurements from 25 eV to 813 eV, including spectral contamination correction in the Cr-L edge region, are plotted in Fig. 12 . a values calculated from tabulated data of Ref. 16 are plotted for comparison. The overall agreement is quite good for photon energies above 100 eV, except in the Cr L edge region where our measurements demonstrate sharp resonance features and detailed near-edge fine structure (see the inset in Fig. 12) . At energies below 100 eV, in the Cr-M edge region, the values that we determined are quite different from tabulated data. 16 Specifically, we found the absolute values of a to be higher than previous measurements on evaporated Cr, 33 which reported a maximum value of about 0.1 nm À1 around the Cr-M edge with an uncertainty of 20%. There is, however, good agreement in the position of the 2 maxima on the Cr-M edge between our measurements and Ref. 33 .
To determine the complex refractive index n ¼ 1 -d þ ib of Cr, we first calculate the absorption b from the values of a that we have obtained in Fig. 12 by using the following equation:
The d values, which belong to the dispersive portion of the refractive index, are calculated by means of the KramersKronig relation given in the following equation:
where P denotes the Cauchy principal value of the integral.
The b values used in Eq. (5) Table III.   TABLE III . Fit parameters for transmittance data plotted in Fig. 11 (Fig. 13) . The improved accuracy and resolution (fine structure) in the b values (compared to tabulated data 16 ) in the Cr-L and Cr-M edge regions result in important differences in the d values. It is interesting to notice that these differences remain significant, even quite far from the edges. For instance, at E ¼ 91.48 eV (which is the photon energy region of operation for applications such as photolithography, solar physics, and synchrotron instrumentation, which employ Cr-coated optics), the d and b values of Cr (0.0749 and 0.04393, respectively) are more than 10% higher than the tabulated values in Ref. 16 
If the b dataset is fully consistent, then we should have
which is the so-called f-sum rule (ref Smith) , and here, Z* represents the atomic number Z, corrected by the relativistic effect We estimated the uncertainty on the determination of absorption values by our method to be within 62%, corresponding to a deviation of less than 0.28 electrons in N eff . Thus, the accuracy and consistency of the entire optical constant dataset for Cr are improved by the experimental data from the present study. There is still a residual difference equivalent to 0.95 electrons between N eff and Z* which we believe to be due to errors in the tabulated values at low energies (below 25 eV). For those interested in examining 
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Delmotte et al. J. Appl. Phys. 124, 035107 (2018) the accuracy of the b-value dataset in a particular photon energy "window," a method has been proposed in Ref. 39 , based on the use of window functions in sum rules. Additionally, we have verified that our new Cr optical constants are consistent with experimental results on Crbased multilayer reflectance. Specifically, we have simulated the reflectance spectra of a Cr/B4C multilayer that was measured at ALS beamline 6.3.2 around the Cr-L edge. 6 The model used for the simulation is also given in Ref. 6 . Figure  15 shows that the simulation with the new Cr optical constants is in very good agreement with the experimental data, whereas the previously tabulated Cr optical constants (Ref. 16 ) did not permit to reproduce accurately the multilayer reflectance in this spectral range. Figure 15 represents a definite validation of the newly determined Cr optical constants in the L-edge photon energy region.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have determined a new set of soft x-ray optical constants (d and b) for sputtered Cr thin films, via absolute photoabsorption measurements. The new values include, for the first time, the fine structure in the M-and L-edge photon energy regions. As part of this work, the composition, density, and aging of Cr thin films were studied. The measured density of our Cr films is consistent with the tabulated value of 7.19 g/cm 3 . No contaminant was detected in the films, apart from a nanometric oxide surface layer which remains stable after up to 4 years of aging.
Eight freestanding Cr thin films with a thickness ranging from 20 nm to 300 nm were successfully produced and characterized. The Cr absorption coefficient b was calculated from the transmittance measured on these samples. A model was proposed to take into account the spectral contamination of the source and was successfully applied in the Cr-L edge region. This model allows us to correct the value of the absorption coefficient from the effect of spectral contamination. It can also be used to characterize the spectral purity of the source.
A compilation of b values at photon energies from 10 À4 eV to 4.3 Â 10 5 eV was produced in order to determine d by the Kramers-Kronig relation. This compilation includes the experimental values from this work and theoretical or tabulated values at lower and higher energies. We demonstrated the improved accuracy of the new Cr optical constants via the f-sum rule test and by simulating the experimental reflectance of a Cr/B 4 C multilayer in the Cr-L edge region.
The newly determined Cr optical constants will be disseminated in the scientific community and will enable simulations of Cr-based optics in the EUV and soft x-ray range with significantly improved accuracy. 
